
Ein herzliches Hallo von der Insel

Colourful Life at the House Reef

Corals, sponges and algae grow, multiply and shine in all colours. Artificially
created reefs are sprouting and the Raja4Divers logo has evolved from a blank
steel model to a lush form.
The figures created by our artist Pak Busro have received colourful outfits and
some even feature a head full of wild hair by now.

The reef community apparently feels at home and keeps on growing!

A Papuan family below the jetty

Our logo at 12m is taking form. Flourishing artificial reefs

https://www.raja4divers.com/


The dancing figures at 25m are colouring up and growing hair.

Karin Jürgens' Favourite Picture

Thank you, Karin!
 
We have received many more unique images from you for our upcoming
newsletters. Thank you for letting us share them with our readers.

Do you have a favourite picture from your stay with us that you would like to
see in one of our newsletters?
Please send your picture to: marketing@raja4divers.com.

Dive Team in Training
 
Our dive guides are freshening up their dive theory, revision and maintenance
of diving equipment, safety, briefings in English, under water behaviour, as well
as their knowledge of the flora and fauna of the underwater world in order to
be ready for action at any time.

The snorkelling guides are also busy studying various sites and receiving
valuable tips to improve their snorkelling guidance skills.
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Revising the regulators: our Dive Manager Arif and two of our
dive guides

Diving tanks are filled and the inner workings and valves are
checked on a regular basis.

Testing the oxygen cases that we carry on our boats for
emergencies

Studying and refreshing navigation skills

Studying English until the heads start smoking... ...and practising dive briefings in English

Finding the dive sites... checking the current...



...and finally training in the water !

A Ray of Hope in the Travel Sky

International visitors from 17 countries can now travel to Bali. Hopefully, this is
a first step towards Raja Ampat opening soon as well.
We will make sure to keep you posted about the further development of the
travel situation in Indonesia.

«Raja4Rice» is still running

Thanks to your incredibly generous support of «Raja4Rice», our employees
and their families are still getting enough supply of rice, their basic food.

TERIMA KASIH BANYAK!

Take me to
Raja4Rice

Many thanks to all who have already bought some rice, to those who continue
to support the project and also to the ones that still plan on contributing.

Sunny greetings from Pulau Pef
 
Your Raja4Divers team

Follow us on social media!

https://www.raja4divers.com/raja4rice.html


We look forward to seeing your pictures from Pulau Pef.
Please use the hashtags #raja4divers and #pulaupef to tag us.
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